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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce the general modiﬁed degenerate Euler numbers and
study ordinary diﬀerential equations arising from the generating function of these
numbers. In addition, we give some new explicit identities for the general modiﬁed
degenerate Euler numbers arising from our diﬀerential equations.
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1 Introduction
As is known, the Euler numbers are deﬁned by the generating function






n! (see [–]). (.)
Carlitz [] considered the degenerate Euler numbers deﬁned by the generating function








In [], themodiﬁed degenerate Euler numbers, which are slightly diﬀerent fromCarlitz’s
degenerate Euler numbers, are deﬁned by








Note that limλ→ E˜n,λ = limλ→ En,λ = En (n≥ ). Recently, Kim andKim [] studied non-
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Let α, a, b be nonzero real numbers. Then we consider the general modiﬁed degenerate
Euler numbers as follows:





E˜n,λ(α | a,b) t
n
n! . (.)

















where En,q (n≥ ) are the Apostol-Euler numbers given by the generating function






n! (see [, ]). (.)






λ→ E˜n,λ(α | a,b) (n≥ ).







ak(N)F (k–)q (N ∈N), (.)
where F (k)q = ( ddt )kFq(t), Fq(t) =

qet+ .
In this paper, we study the ordinary diﬀerential equations associated with the gener-
ating function of general modiﬁed degenerate Euler numbers. In addition, we give some
new and explicit formulas and identities for those numbers arising from our diﬀerential
equations.
2 Generalizedmodiﬁed degenerate Euler numbers
For nonzero real numbers α, a, b, let
F = F(t) = 
α( + λ) atλ + b
. (.)
Then by (.) we get





(α( + λ) atλ + b)
(
α( + λ) αtλ
)





(α( + λ) atλ + b)
{









Thus, from (.) we have







From (.) we derive the following equation:

























bF – bF + F
)
. (.)













By taking the derivative of (.) with respect to t we have






































ak(N + )bk–Fk . (.)
Comparing the coeﬃcients on both sides of (.) and (.), we obtain
a(N + ) = –a(N). (.)
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Thus, by (.) we get
a(N + ) = –a(N) = (–)a(N – ) = · · · = (–)Na(). (.)














By (.) we get
a() = – and a() = . (.)
Thus, from (.) and (.) we have
a(N + ) = (–)Na() = (–)N+. (.)
By (.) and (.) we see that
aN+(N + ) = (N + )aN+(N)
= (N + )NaN (N – )
= (N + )N(N – )aN–(N – )
...
= (N + )N(N – ) · · ·a()
= (N + )!. (.)
Thus, by (.) we have
aN+(N + ) = (N + )!. (.)
For ≤ k ≤N + , by comparing the coeﬃcients on both sides of (.) and (.) we have
ak(N + ) = (k – )ak–(N) – kak(N). (.)
Let k =  in (.). Then we have
a(N + ) = a(N) – a(N)
= a(N) – 
(
a(N – ) – a(N – )
)
= a(N) – a(N – ) + (–)a(N – )
= a(N) – a(N – ) + (–)
{
a(N – ) – a(N – )
}
= a(N) – a(N – ) + (–)a(N – ) + (–)a(N – )
...








(–)ka(N – k)k . (.)
For k =  in (.), we have
a(N + ) = a(N) – a(N)
= a(N) – 
{
a(N – ) – a(N – )
}
= a(N) –  · a(N – ) + (–)a(N – )
= a(N) –  · a(N – ) + (–)
{
a(N – ) – a(N – )
}









a(N – k)(–)kk . (.)
Continuing this process, we deduce
aj(N + ) = (j – )
N–j+∑
k=
aj–(N – k)(–)kjk , (.)
where ≤ j ≤N + .
Now we give an explicit expression for aj(N + ) in (.). From (.) and (.) we can
derive the following equation:











By (.) we get
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Continuing this process, we deduce that, for ≤ j ≤N + ,
aj(N + )











jkj– (j – )kj– · · ·kk . (.)
Therefore, by (.) and (.) we obtain the following theorem.













, where a(N) = (–)N , and









jkj– (j – )kj– · · ·kk
for ≤ j ≤N + .
Now we deﬁne the general modiﬁed degenerate Euler numbers given by the generating
function








Note that E˜n,λ(; , ) are the modiﬁed degenerate Euler numbers given by








Now we observe that
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For r ∈ N, the higher-order general modiﬁed degenerate Euler numbers are deﬁned by
the generating function
( 








Therefore, by Theorem , (.), and (.) we obtain the following theorem.








where a(N) = (–)N , and, for ≤ j ≤N + ,









jkj– (j – )kj– · · ·kk .
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